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FISE WORLD SERIES
MONTPELLIER 
FIRST PRO FINALS OF THE
FESTIVAL! 

When: 29th May – 2nd June 
Where: Rives du Lez - Montpellier - France
 

Today is a public holiday in France and the crowds
turned up in their masses to enjoy a sunny second
day on the banks of the River Lez.
 
 

 
SNIPES SKATEBOARD STREET PRO SEMI

FINAL
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Today we enjoyed the first pro semi final on the
brand new Hurricane Skatepark made of smooth
concrete. 24 riders were invited to compete to go
to the next level. After a tightly fought
battle Angelo Giovanni Caro from Peru showed he
can beat anyone, anywhere. He qualified first
ahead of the always impressive Ke’Chaud
Johnson who will surely keep pushing the limits on
the gap to rail tomorrow. Expect also Japanese
sensation Ryo Sagawa to aim for the repeat after
his win last month at FISE WORLD Hiroshima. 
The surprise package today was 14 years old
French Rider Antoine Laurent who was unlucky
not to qualify for tomorrows final, but will defiantly
be one to watch out for in the future. Tune in
tomorrow for a truly international final with a line
up coming from 11 different nations.

MORE INFO & REPLAY

 

 
WDSF BREAKING FINAL
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The first pro final of the week did not disappoint!
Dancers clashed face to face and the jury had to
decide between them. Difficult thing, as the level
was incredibly high! The Bboys had crazy
acrobatics, more dazzling than the others. We will
remember the battle between Lagaet and Stewart
in the quarter-finals that left the audience

https://hurricanepresse.createsend1.com/t/t-l-bldxx-l-j/
https://hurricanepresse.createsend1.com/t/t-l-bldxx-l-t/


speechless, the announcer too! It was finally the
Canadian Phil-Wizard who won in the final against
French athlete Lagaet, after two crazy runs on the
part of the two competitors. He has therefore
qualified for the world championships to be held in
China on June 23! 
 

MORE INFO HERE

 

 
SCOOTER FREESTYLE PARK PRO - SEMI

FINAL
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It might be a young sport, but the popularity of
scooters is undeniable. Ask Dante Hutchinson
what it feels to be followed by more than 200 000
kids on instagram. The world champion slammed
two times during qualifications yesterday but he
benefited from a wild card entry after a qualified
rider was injured. The uk superstar honored it by
firing today and completed an assured, shirtless
and high level run. Dante is back to divine and will
challenge tomorrow Jamie Hull who qualified first
(89pts) and ended the session and with a crazy
double flip. 
 

MORE INFO & REPLAY

 

 
TUNE IN  LIVE TOMORROW -  FRIDAY 31 MAY

FRIDAY MAY 31
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Press Officer 
+33648349706 
marie.r@hurcn.com

 

 
Natalie CHARLTON 
Communication Manager 

Montpellier 14:30 CEST / Hiroshima 21:30 JST /
New York 08:30 EDT 
WS ROLLER FREESTYLE PARK WORLD CUP -
MEN SEMI-FINAL

Montpellier 17:15 CEST / Hiroshima 00:15 JST+1 /
New York 11:15 EDT 
SKATEBOARD STREET PRO - MEN FINAL

Montpellier 19:20 CEST / Hiroshima 02:20 JST+1 /
New York 13:20 EDT 
SCOOTER FREESTYLE PRO - MEN FINAL

Montpellier 21:50 CEST / Hiroshima 04:50 JST+1 /
New York 15:50 EDT 
BMX FREESTYLE SPINE RAMP - MEN
GROUP 2 QUALIFICATION
 

 
NEWSROOM

 
All that you need including media guide, parks 3D
views, HD photos, footage and more are available

in the Newsroom.

NEWSROOM

 

 
FISE Contacts
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+33601142487 
natalie.c@hurcn.com
 
Joseph VILLEFLAYOUX 
Communication & Marketing Director 
joseph.v@hurcn.com

 

Hurricane 
3, rue Christian André Benoit 
34670 BAILLARGUES 
France
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